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Some Girls Are is a story of girl who was once a part of the "Fearsome Fivesome" composed of girls who are so mean
and so effed up, they scared the crap out of me. I couldn't imagine what it would be like in the shoes of Regina who gets
kicked out Courtney Summers sure doesn't waste her time.

Some Girls Are Author: And I love them for that. Some Girls Are follows the story of Regina, a former mean
girl. Seriously, Regina is that girl who stood there and watched you get bullied. Our story begins, however,
with a rape. And then a broken confession of this torn night to an enemy. An enemy who tells Regina to go
home, to act as if nothing happened, but when Regina walks into school on Monday, the word is out: And
Anna is out for revenge because, as a mean girl, revenge is what she does best. Summers always writes novels
that explore the darker side of humanity, but this is probably the toughest to get through. And yet, as is always
the classic case with any Summers novel, she makes us like, feel, and sympathize with her unconvential
heroines. I felt there was a sincere lack of parent interaction, not to mention the teachers in this school turn a
convenient blind eye to everything. Honestly, the full impact of this book can only be felt with a solid
suspension of belief. And, in some ways, I am willing to concede this point. I love this book for all the
ambiguity present in it, from Regina to Michael, her only friend. With the two of them, there is an unlikely
friendship - unlikely because Regina made his life hell too; forced him to become a loner and ostracized him.
And despite the strangeness of their relationship, the almost unhealthy quality to it, it was one of my favorite
aspects of the story merely because it was so nuanced, so raw, so real and gutting. As is everything in this
book. Every line, every sentence I love being terrified to open the covers; I love that feeling when I can feel
my sanity ebbing away as I become more and more immersed in the lives of these oh-so-real characters; I love
the numbness every time I force myself not to set the book down, not to scream, not to shout; and most of all, I
love that at the end, I am so, so blown away. You simply cannot go wrong with her.
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Some Girls Are Climbing to the top of the social ladder is hard--falling from it is even harder. Regina Afton used to be a
member of the Fearsome Fivesome, an all-girl clique both feared and revered by the students at Hallowell High until
vicious rumors about her and her best friend's boyfriend start going around.

You will drop him, with no explanations, nothing. Those pages all over school. He put that in his journal, too.
Anna closes her eyes briefly, basking in this moment. This is Anna at her finest. This is the Anna everyone is
afraid of. She opens her eyes. I unfold it and read it. And then I start to cry. I hit the parking lot, gasping,
aching. Stupid, ugly tears, all over my face. I almost had them. Anna calls nine hours later. My throat is all
closed up. The school parking lot is completely empty. I position myself in front of the doors and wait, the
familiarity of it suffocating me, until I find myself inside, in the washroom, hunched over a toilet, dry heaving.
I lean against the door and press a shaking hand against my mouth. I shove an antacid in my mouth and chew
it and then try to get it down with a little spit. Those four words over and over again in my head while time
creeps by and the school fills. School noises leech in through the walls, and it eats me up. I miss my grand
entrance. I stay in the stall. It stays quiet for a long time, until the door opens and I hear footsteps cut across
the room. Marta and Kara exchange a glance and a smile. I catch sight of my reflection in the mirror. My skin
looks waxy, pale. I push past them and head straight for the sink. I run the tap hot and then cold. They leave
me at the sink. My second turns into a minute, and then another. The door opens again. I turn off the tap and
we leave the washroom. As the five of us make our way down the hall together, Anna leans over. A lunchtime
entrance will be better. Everyone will see it. I take a deep breath and enter the cafeteria with them. What is she
doing over there? Josh, Henry, and Bruce are already at the table, dutifully waiting for us girls. She takes my
old seat and settles in next to Josh. His lunch tray is fixed up for two. He slides her half over and gives her a
kiss on the cheek. Anna points to the seat between her and Bruce, and I sit down. Being this close to Bruce is
disgusting and recalls the smell of the supply closet, which sends my gut into a somersault routine. I try to
ignore it and take a slow look around the table. Marta is picking at her fingernails, waiting for a cue from a
higher-up. Jeanette is giving the straw in her juice box head, hoping Henry will notice. Anna unwraps a
granola bar and looks at me. Let everyone know how happy you are to be here. Right next to me in this line. I
keep my eyes on the menu tacked to the wall, still smiling. I stare straight ahead. The line moves up again. I
want it to go faster. I can feel the center table. All their eyes on me. The line moves up again, and I rub the
back of my neck. I blink once, twice, three times.
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Some Girls Are Courtney Summers St. Martin's Griffin. Regina cherishes her position in the Fearsome Fivesome, an
all-girl clique that rules Hallowell High.

Regina knows how it works, because she and Anna used to terrorize other students together. She takes refuge
in the company of another social outcastâ€”one she helped isolate. As she gets to know Michael and the two
develop a tenuous trust, she finds herself caught between her old life, where revenge still beckons, and a new
frightening idea: But even if she could convince Anna to truce, is peace really what Regina wants? I think I
liked All the Rage better because it dealt more with the way the town as a whole responded to a rape allegation
and some brutal high school bullying. I also connected more with Romy, the protagonist in All the Rage.
Instead, it continues the vicious cycle, only adding more fuel to the fires of revenge. In YA, resolving an issue
with any kind of adult involvement gets really tricky. Having a grown-up soar in and rescue the protagonist is
a storytelling no-no. I believe we want kids to know they can and should bring adults into the equation when
they reach a point where they can no longer attend school and feel safe. Some Girls Are left me wishing for at
least a nod to some adult figure who made at least some responsible call somewhere. Instead, I felt like the
message was that if you can get good enough blackmail on a bully, you might just be able to stop the whole
cycle. Language Content Extreme and frequent use of profanity. Sexual Content At a party, a boy tries to rape
Regina. He tears her skirt and leaves her arms bruised. A boy taunts Regina about it, repeatedly asking if she
only likes it in the dark. He also makes a crude comment about oral sex. Regina and another boy kiss.
Violence See sexual content. A group of girls surround Regina and repeatedly punch and kick her. A boy
elbows another boy in the face, giving him a bloody nose. Another boy gets hit in the face with a dodgeball
and gets a bloody nose. A girl trips another girl, sending her tumbling down the stairs. Girls use social media
to bully Regina. They spread rumors about her and say cruel things to her and to one another. A previous
target tried to commit suicide. Drug Content One boy supplies students with pharmaceutical drugs Percocet
and Adderall are mentioned specifically. Teens gather at parties to drink alcohol smoking pot is briefly
mentioned. Regina is the designated driver at both parties but mentions that she drinks heavily at other times
and winds up sick at the end of the night. She drinks mixed drinks and straight liquor in a couple of other
scenes. On Some Girls Are Being Removed from a Charleston Summer Reading List I bought this book last
summer when I heard about the decision by West Ashley High in Charleston to remove the book from their
ninth grade summer reading list after receiving complaints from a parent about the content of the novel. I have
really mixed feelings about banning books. Largely because one vocal minority is making a decision that no
one should have the option to read a particular book. I love that this particular parent made the choice to read
the book with her daughter and that she made a decision about whether her daughter should be able to read it
as a ninth grade student. I think she had the choice between this book and another one and would be tested on
comprehension once school started. I really admire and appreciate this author. I fully believe that parents
should be involved in reading what their kids read and make informed decisions about those books. To me
where it gets really sticky is the fact that when a book gets banned, now one parent or a few are making a
decision for many kids beyond their own. The article I read only mentions removing it from the reading list
and adding another alternative selection. Courtney Summers received a ton of support from her fans and the
YA community after the whole incident. Several hundred copies of the book were donated to and handed out
at public libraries in Charleston. I do really believe in the importance of the kinds of issues she tackles in her
writing. There are two sides here, but neither has to be a villain. On the other you have a parent whose
concerns resulted in forcing the removal of the book from the reading list. So in either case, the wishes of part
of the group determined the result for the whole group. About Kasey Giard Kasey is a mother, reader and
aspiring author.
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January 5th Rating: Regina is part of the Fearsome Fivesome, the clique on the very top of the social ladder at
Hallowell High. The Fearsome Fivesome is feared by the students, yet envied by nearly everyone. But when
they cast Regina out of the group in a freeze-out after nasty rumors were spread, she gets a taste of her own
medicine. Soon the entire school completely hates her, and lets her know by spray painting words like "whore"
across her locker and posting awful comments and rumors about her on the internet. The people she thought
were her friends beat her down not only mentally, but physically as well. Regina becomes an outcast. The only
people she can find refuge with are people she has abused in the past. Liz, a girl who was abused by the
Fearsome Fivesome so badly she attempted suicide, is one of the only people who treat Regina kindly. She is
even more astonished that she begins to have feelings for him, like more than friend. Can you imagine this
happening to you during your senior year? What I found compelling about this book was how much I hated
the characters. I think she wanted readers to see how truly mean teenagers can be when left with no
consequences. As a thirteen year old in junior high I know how teenage girls are prone to act. This is a book
that is very important for teen girls to read because it puts them in the shoes of someone who knows how it
feels to be be bullied. It shows you, as a reader, the repercussions your words and actions have. By reading
about it you see through the eyes of the victim. But Regina is not only a victim, she has victimized others and
gets to see first hand how it feels to be treated how she treated others. What made Some Girls Are interesting
is that it was real. I read this book in a day. I recommend this book to readers thirteen and up based on
language and violence. PrettyInFiction Nov 21, I loved this book! Even though it was a terrible topic to read
about, it was still amazing. I recommended this book to all of my friends and most of them read it even some
guy friends. I highly recommend this book. I hope that Summers continues to write books because I would
hate to see her waste her awe-inspiring talent. I think that contributes more to the story than actually hindering
it. I love how she always makes her characters have a flair of wit or sarcasm. It makes them pop to life more
than in other stories. I loved this book. Some Girls Are is a book I think all teenagers should read. This book is
about real life issues, betrayal, hate, revenge, and love. To be honest, reading this book was frustrating. Regina
has done horrible things, but Courtney Summers have a way of making readers like Regina and care about her.
MesaSagacityQuest Sep 19, I found some girls are much more captivating than cracked up to be â€” which
should be the way it goes for a sophomore release. Courtney Summers has sharpened her talent and delivered
an unforgettable novel that will make everyone wonder how high school could have gotten this bad. The stunts
that the Fearsome now-Foursome pull really shocked me. It made me sick to my stomach that someone could
be that deliberately cruel â€” what are we FEEDING these girls to think that this is acceptable? I seriously
hope that Courtney Summers was only going to the extreme case scenario to illustrate how WRONG this
would be â€” and not basing it off a real situation. I hope that women of all ages realize that one should never,
ever belittle sexual assault and use it as a weapon against the victim. Her wronged peers never promise
friendship â€” they may be nice to her, but their hurt far exceeds their good nature. Regina may deserve the
reaping that she sowed as far as friends go, but she definitely does not deserve all the bullying. I loved how
each character had their vulnerability, their strengths, their bottled-up secrets and troubles. These teenagers felt
very real, and you watched how their hurts and triumphs are received by their peers. As timeless as speak but
even more disturbing, this book needs to taken to heart â€” if this is as real as it gets, I think we need to work
even harder on changing reality then. This is a book to spark discussions I hope.
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SOME GIRLS ARE by Courtney Summers | Kirkus Book Reviews Read the Kirkus Review of SOME GIRLS ARE. The
familiar plot of a girl facing social exile after a near-rape at a party takes on a brutal twist.

Climbing to the top of the social ladder is hardâ€”falling from it is even harder. If Regina was guilty, it would
be one thing, but the rumors are far from the terrifying truth and the bullying is getting more intense by the
day. She takes solace in the company of Michael Hayden, a misfit with a tragic past who she herself used to
bully. Tensions grow and the abuse worsens as the final days of senior year march toward an explosive
conclusion in this dark new tale from the author of Cracked Up To Be. Regina Afton is one of the Fearsome
Fivesome, the most popular clique of girls at her high school. They rule by intimidation and seem to have
absolute power in the school. Regina is flawed, to say the least. She makes bad choices over and over, to the
point that you want to shake her. There was so much tension in this book that my stomach was in knots pretty
much the entire time I was reading it. The heart of this book is what happens when the bully becomes the
bullied. I appreciated the realism this book brought forth. Do normal high schoolers do that? This is a good
book for high schoolers to read, everyone will relate to at least one of the characters and realize that they are
not alone. It would also make for a lively classroom discussion. There is mention of sex but no graphic sex
scenes. I think this is a great book about that high school kids will appreciate. Students could choose to read
one or the other. Instead of just having her daughter read the other choice on the list, she launched a full scale
campaign to have the book removed from the reading list. And the school caved. A parent who took it upon
herself to decide what was appropriate for all of the children in the school to read, not just her own. Have you
read any banned books lately? September 28th, in Books http: I still need to read this one! I hope it backfired,
though, and made all the kids want to read Some Girls Are. I know I want to read it now. Judy B I have not
read this one. I will add it to my Banned Books List though. I do think sometimes when authority in the
situation caves as you described in your post, it does cause the teens or YAs or even us oldies to want to read
the book more. Thanks for the review of this one. Oftentimes, in my experience, the people complaining have
not even read the material. I would see this as an opportunity to engage her child in discussion of many kinds
of behavior. She could have requested an alternate book â€” even beyond the one provided if she wished. But
it does make me want to read the book. I am a fan of this author, and plan to read this book. I will never
understand some people. Now, I have to read this book! Wright Interesting rebuttal the author makes. It
sounds like a book worthy of discussion. Welcome to the chaos!
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The information about Some Girls Are shown above was first featured in "The BookBrowse Review" - BookBrowse's
online-magazine that keeps our members abreast of notable and high-profile books publishing in the coming weeks.

Soon enough she finds herself the target of a major revenge plot and bullied relentlessly. As she fights back
against her old friends she also fights to be forgiven. Courtney Summers, I will be reading all of your books. I
kept having to blast hot water and I ended up looking like a pruny old lady but Courtney Summers pulls you
in, friends. I never knew what was going to happen! It was such an interesting experience to watch Regina fall
from grace because you feel so conflicted. On the one hand, you can tell she is a mega biotch who has been a
HUGE bully and so you kind of hate her from the start. But early on you have sympathy pangs for her because
something terrible happens to her and it all gets twisted into an AWFUL rumor by someone in her group. I felt
really emotional and sick about it because it felt so real. I loved the characterization and the arc of Regina. For
these years her identity has hinged on being the second most popular girl in schoolâ€¦part of the Fearsome
Five what a lame-o name to call yourselves lol. What I loved is that, even though I was pulling for her, she left
a bad taste in my mouth a lot. It felt realistic that Michael and others would be skeptical of her and not so
welcoming and she had to do a lot of the CHANGE herself and make amends for what she has done. So often,
teens feel like nobody will believe them or it will cause them to be ostracized even more for telling. Plus a lot
of times people think it will go away if you endure enough. Color me very, very impressed. Where have you
been all of my YA reading life, Courtney? At the very height of the bullying I was appalled and ready to dive
in and kick some mean girl butt with Regina even though she herself was not entirely forgiven in my mind.
Courtney Summers lets us grapple with that while reading the most page-turning, appalling story of mean girls
and bullying. It was so addictive but I feel weird saying that because of the subject matter? Have you read
this? Did you like it as much as I did? Did you like Regina and find her redeemable?
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Some Girls Are by Courtney Summers in DOC, FB3, TXT download e-book. Welcome to our site, dear reader! All
content included on our site, such as text, images, digital downloads and other, is the property of it's content suppliers
and protected by US and international copyright laws.

Along side her BFF Anna, no one can stop her. The students hate them for being so popular, but they fear
them more and that is just the way Regina prefers it. No one is off-limits to her click and they will destroy
anyone in their paths and Regina is all too happy to do it as long as it keeps Anna on her side. Regina knows
there is nothing that can bring her down. When Regina confides in someone about a potential rape, she is sold
out for a chance for the other girl to replace her in the popularity circle. What follows is a series of events that
spiral Regina from the top of the heap to the lowest position in the school, practically overnight. As Regina
struggles for a foothold, she sees how her treatment of others has left her with no allies, except possibly the
one boy she had helped destroy. I have so many thoughts about this book. I seen a review of this late last
summer and thought it sounded interesting then. More recently I found it on a list for a Cybils award and knew
that I had to read it. I am not prudish, I just think of the audience the books are for and when I see High School
characters doing these things like it is just a part of their 15 â€” year-old existence, it bothers me. AND I am
fired up now! In several instances in the book it seems like these parties go late. While they are always wise to
have a designated driver â€” the level of drinking in this book makes me wonder â€” do these kids not have
curfews? Do their parents not care if their teenager stumbles into the house at 3 am smelling like a brewery or
higher than a kite? Now that I said my piece with that. Let me tell you what I love about the book. I love the
relationships that author Courtney Summers creates within this book. In this, Courtney Summers excels with
the accurate descriptions of the high emotion of youth. In all YA I read, I try to find the deeper lesson and it is
told well here. There is a girl in the movie â€” also named Reginaâ€¦. Overall, this is a book I did appreciate. I
look forward to reading Courtney Summers again. If anyone knows where the book is set at, please let me
know.
8: courtney summers | courtney summers, author
Some Girls Are: A Novel by Courtney Summers From Courtney Summers, the author of Cracked Up To Be, comes a
dark new tale of high school rivalry in which vicious rumors and nasty tricks are the currency that buys you popularity or
seals your fate at the bottom of the food chain.

9: Some Girls Are (Audiobook) by Courtney Summers | www.enganchecubano.com
Courtney Summers was born in Belleville, Ontario, At age 14, she dropped out of high school. At age 18, she wrote her
first novel. Cracked Up to Be was published in , when she was 22 and went on to win the CYBIL award in YA fiction.
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